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The point of the "1 minute sculptures" assignment seems to be challenging your self- 
confidence as you face awkward and embarrassing situations.
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STRESS AND ANXIETY

SPEAK UP AND REACT!

My boyfriend picked this term to describe me. Whenever I 
witness problems arising, I like to communicate them out.

 Despite my little thumbnail sketch appearing more distant 
in comparison to the reference image, I meant giving the 

other person "respect" by valuing their space and 
individuality to allow them to grow or express themselves 
despite having a different outlook in comparison to their 

views.

anxiety/ anxiousness causes my vision to feel blurry, 
increase of heart rate, change of breathing, spacey, etc.  

My boyfriend also picked the term "dependable" to describe 
me. I had a hard time trying to draw it out but professor 

Brian described "dependable" as a form of repetition as it's 
reliable and expected on the daily bases. 

you can rely on me
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The weirdly and obscurity designed characters from the RPG game titled: "Hylics 2" inspired 
my bizarre sculptures and poses.

h�ps://www.fortniteboards.com/wp- content/uploads/2020/01/Hylics- 2- noscale- 
1280x720.jpg

My face went 
red doing the 

handstand 
multiple times

Hylics 2 inspired sculpture

my cat, chives,  made this photo 10x more 
ambiguous than originally intended.

The 10 descriptive terms that describe me as  
thumbnails. I hoped the sketches were some how 

not as complicated to follow.

Proactive

Jennifer Fuentes

Proactive  +  Anxious

Curly stairs was the first thing I had in mind for proactive. Never ending as you're the one 
building each individual step to get to the top.

The demolished remains reminded me of my thought process when it comes to dealing 
with anxiety. A whole lot of thoughts racing my mind that result into nothingness.
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Broken up, ruined home was my inspiration for my combination form 
piece.
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website! ^
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Jennifer Fuentes

the rough a�empt. the top le�t represented my anxiety 
while the top right as my proactive side.

bo�om le�t as respectfulness and right as dependable.

I honestly don't really have a good reasoning on why i picked 
this to be the shape for my Linear and Planar forms 

assignment other than  originally picked a heart and 
realized it wasn't asymmetrical . so, i ended up cu�ing a 

piece o�. The amount of sawing made my hand sore for days. 
Wish the pieces of wood were equal but i had di�culties 

sawing the dowels

A�ter receiving criticism, I found a 
be�er way to showcase my anxiety. I 

picked up crumpled pieces of 
cardboard to demonstrate that 

chaotic sense of strong emotion you 
get when you're at unease

First a�empt trying to build it's shape up. 
I felt very confused on this project as i'm 

really not a really good abstract artist

A�ter the criticism I've received, I tried to �gure out how to place the 3d shapes into 
the original and it all came together

This assignment took a while as it was 
my first time working with 3d digitally. I 
tried my absolute best to replicate the 
shape of a pencil sharpener as close as i 
could.

In this assignment I based it off of a 
house in shambles. Roof is broken, 
destruction, etc.
I did have some difficulties attempting to 
fold and glue the flaps of chipboard but it 
felt somewhat therapeutic.

Jennifer

Xmas Lantern

A large lantern themed monument which features objects inside of the lantern

OLD MONUMENT IDEA

The great and mighty Olive tree image reference
Front of the tree tree + extruded tree + the addition of leaves Tree + leaves model

Tree colored
double tree

Jenny

Jenny

Reference images 
of the monument:

All of the pieces below are the work/references that i've included in our group 
miro board.

The true form of an angle was 
what inspired the idea of the 3 

headed hope symbolistic animal

Flooring took a chunk of time to complete eventually got a majority if it done and started to extrude some pieces so
that it replicates more of glass shards

Done.

Aine made the lantern and chain model so I went ahead and started to line them up one by 
one. The original is circled. A big thank you to Aine for the model.

all credit goes to Aine for the model

I had no idea Aine worked on her own little color stained glass flooring. so, I tried to edit it a 
bit by extruding the pieces of shards to make it look more in unity with mine but it didn't 

end up working out in the end and had to scrap the idea.

Aine's

After connecting the pieces, I went ahead and properly pasted it on to the center so Aine 
can stretch and connect the string of lanterns onto the trees at ease. All that is needed left 

is Jordan's dove.

I made my peacock model facing
up to the sky.

Aine's deer model

Jordan's dove

MORE WORK! updated 12/05/2020 This is a monument made on behalf of the symbolism of hope. It's made up of a three headed 
animal which are intertwined of a deer, a dove, and a peacock. Each one of them are notoriously 
known for their peaceful traits and as well their symbolism for hope. Each animal is carved by 
stone which demonstrates it's strength to always stand tall even when times feel hopeless. The 
monument pridefully stands underneath two large looming trees which supports a row of 
lanterns that cast a light above the monument, and as well as the the glass stained flooring which 
causes a colorful beaming aura to reflect off of the ground.
  The placement of our monument was made nearby the Washington Monument as it has a 
wide, open landscape. since it's such a open landscape it helps from potentially becoming 
bombarded by other buildings and or anything that can take away from it's secluded 
peacefulness. The monument is centered around nature, eerie quietness, and peace. It fits the 
mythological and or natural landscape we were hoping for.
  Depending on your point of view, you would be able to see a different angle of the deer's body, 
the direction in where the peacock is staring at, and the angle of the light bouncing off of the 
many colorful glass stained shards casting all around the monument.
  Our monument is great to take pictures with as the people can interact with the monument by 
riding on it's back, decorating it for the holidays, taking pictures along side it, as well as praying 
next to it.

Originally, when we were brain storming for 
ideas, we wanted to settle for an abstract 

monument so the message could be 
ambiguous as possible. Our ideas didn't quite 

fit that theme and had to change it. After 
receiving criticism, we changed the roll of the 

lantern to shine on something more 
symbolistic such as a three headed animal. We 

also discussed what specific surface was it 
standing on and the meaning behind the 

symbolism.

The three of us split different tasks to create the 
three headed animal. Aine was in charge of the 

deer's body and head, Jordan was in charge of the 
swans head, while Jenny was in charge of creating 

the peacock's head.

Aine

Jordan

Jenny

Jenny

Aine and Jenny also had to take initiative working 
on creating the models for the trees, stained glass 

flooring, lantern and chains.

Aine made the lantern and chain model so Jenny contributed by lining them up one by one. 
The original is circled. A big thank you to Aine for the model.

Aine

Aine then helped by putting the rest of the 
necessities together such as, sizing the lanterns 

appropriately, and offered the idea to include more 
tiles of glass stained flooring.

 After that, Jordan added her head completing the 
project!

Jordan

NonMonumental group project by: Aine, Jordan, and Jenny
I was trying to be as ambiguous as possible with these. I hoped 

they made no sense what so ever.
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The 10 descriptive terms that describe me as  
thumbnails. I hoped the sketches were some how 

not as complicated to follow.

the rough a�empt. the top le�t represented my anxiety 
while the top right as my proactive side.

bo�om le�t as respectfulness and right as dependable.

My boyfriend picked this term to describe me. Whenever I 
witness problems arising, I like to communicate them out.

 Despite my little thumbnail sketch appearing more distant 
in comparison to the reference image, I meant giving the 

other person "respect" by valuing their space and 
individuality to allow them to grow or express themselves 
despite having a different outlook in comparison to their 

views.

anxiety/ anxiousness causes my vision to feel blurry, 
increase of heart rate, change of breathing, spacey, etc.  

My boyfriend also picked the term "dependable" to describe 
me. I had a hard time trying to draw it out but professor 

Brian described "dependable" as a form of repetition as it's 
reliable and expected on the daily bases. 

Proactive

Jennifer Fuentes

Proactive  +  Anxious
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A�ter receiving criticism, I found a 
be�er way to showcase my anxiety. I 

picked up crumpled pieces of 
cardboard to demonstrate that 

chaotic sense of strong emotion you 
get when you're at unease

My face went 
red doing the 

handstand 
multiple times

Hylics 2 inspired sculpture

my cat, chives,  made this photo 10x more 
ambiguous than originally intended.

I was trying to be as ambiguous as possible with these. I hoped 
they made no sense what so ever.

The weirdly and obscurity designed characters from the RPG game titled: "Hylics 2" inspired 
my bizarre sculptures and poses.

Jennifer Fuentes

Combination Forms

In this assignment I based it off of a 
house in shambles. Roof is broken, 
destruction, etc.
I did have some difficulties attempting to 
fold and glue the flaps of chipboard but it 
felt somewhat therapeutic.

Broken up, ruined home was my inspiration for my combination form 
piece.

Curly stairs was the first thing I had in mind for proactive. Never ending as you're the one 
building each individual step to get to the top.

The demolished remains reminded me of my thought process when it comes to dealing 
with anxiety. A whole lot of thoughts racing my mind that result into nothingness.
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First a�empt trying to build it's shape up. 
I felt very confused on this project as i'm 

really not a really good abstract artist

A�ter the criticism I've received, I tried to �gure out how to place the 3d shapes into 
the original and it all came together

The point of the "1 minute sculptures" assignment seems to be challenging your self- 
confidence as you face awkward and embarrassing situations.

This is a monument made on behalf of the symbolism of hope. It's made up of a three headed 
animal which are intertwined of a deer, a dove, and a peacock. Each one of them are notoriously 
known for their peaceful traits and as well their symbolism for hope. Each animal is carved by 
stone which demonstrates it's strength to always stand tall even when times feel hopeless. The 
monument pridefully stands underneath two large looming trees which supports a row of 
lanterns that cast a light above the monument, and as well as the the glass stained flooring which 
causes a colorful beaming aura to reflect off of the ground.
  The placement of our monument was made nearby the Washington Monument as it has a 
wide, open landscape. since it's such a open landscape it helps from potentially becoming 
bombarded by other buildings and or anything that can take away from it's secluded 
peacefulness. The monument is centered around nature, eerie quietness, and peace. It fits the 
mythological and or natural landscape we were hoping for.
  Depending on your point of view, you would be able to see a different angle of the deer's body, 
the direction in where the peacock is staring at, and the angle of the light bouncing off of the 
many colorful glass stained shards casting all around the monument.
  Our monument is great to take pictures with as the people can interact with the monument by 
riding on it's back, decorating it for the holidays, taking pictures along side it, as well as praying 
next to it.

Originally, when we were brain storming for 
ideas, we wanted to settle for an abstract 

monument so the message could be 
ambiguous as possible. Our ideas didn't quite 

fit that theme and had to change it. After 
receiving criticism, we changed the roll of the 

lantern to shine on something more 
symbolistic such as a three headed animal. We 

also discussed what specific surface was it 
standing on and the meaning behind the 

symbolism.

The three of us split different tasks to create the 
three headed animal. Aine was in charge of the 

deer's body and head, Jordan was in charge of the 
swans head, while Jenny was in charge of creating 

the peacock's head.

Aine

Jordan

Jenny

Jenny

Aine and Jenny also had to take initiative working 
on creating the models for the trees, stained glass 

flooring, lantern and chains.

Aine made the lantern and chain model so Jenny contributed by lining them up one by one. 
The original is circled. A big thank you to Aine for the model.

Aine

Aine then helped by putting the rest of the 
necessities together such as, sizing the lanterns 

appropriately, and offered the idea to include more 
tiles of glass stained flooring.

 After that, Jordan added her head completing the 
project!

Jordan

NonMonumental group project by: Aine, Jordan, and Jenny

Jennifer Fuentes

This assignment took a while as it was 
my first time working with 3d digitally. I 
tried my absolute best to replicate the 
shape of a pencil sharpener as close as i 
could.
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I honestly don't really have a good reasoning on why i picked 
this to be the shape for my Linear and Planar forms 

assignment other than  originally picked a heart and 
realized it wasn't asymmetrical . so, i ended up cu�ing a 

piece o�. The amount of sawing made my hand sore for days. 
Wish the pieces of wood were equal but i had di�culties 

sawing the dowels
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